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ABSTRACT: This paper attempts to develop an integrated framework that aims to challenge 

researchers on a progressive path for future ICT adoption research especially in SMEs. The 

paper accessed major databases of a number of top IS  journals in the field and reviews 

previous theories used to study ICT adoption, examine the progress made so far, and the 

limitations of these theories in an attempt to develop a framework, that aims to challenge  

researchers  and  aid further contributions in this IS field. The study developed a framework 

informed by three theories; Structuration theory (ST), Actors Network Theory (ANT) and 

Adaptive Structuration theory (AST) and argues that   using such integrated theory to examine 

the process of ICT adoption will help to unveil the recursive nature, entities involved and the 

kind of research approach that may be applied. Hence, for research in this area to be 

progressive, entities in the framework must be considered amidst other influence. The 

framework also suggests adoption of ICT will be embraced faster by organizations especially 

small businesses if the entities involved are committed in conveying the right information 

thereby supporting SMEs in making adequate decisions. This work provides further insight 

into ICT adoption framework that may advance future research in the field of ICT adoption, 

assist SMEs in adopting and implementing ICT overtime. This is relevant given that the 

complexities associated with the adoption of ICT is becoming worrisome and SMEs have 

limited knowledge on issues relating to emerging ICTs. The framework may motivate SMEs in 

understanding diverse actors, factors and social structures affecting ICT adoption better and 

how to cope with them. The framework serves as an analytical instrument in explaining ICT 

adoption process and its outcomes characterized by conflicting views.   
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INTRODUCTION  

Huge number of researchers have employed ICT adoption theories in the past. A number of 

these theories such as resource-based view (RBV), Rogers innovation models (Rogers, 1983; 

Rogers, 1995), several other additions (Venkatesh et al., 2003), Porter’s model (Porter, 1985), 

others involving in the meta-analysis of these theories(Premkumar, 2003; Adams et al., 1992; 

Pavlou and Fygenson, 2006) and Intention models (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Davis, 1989)  

have been advocated which today, are  regarded  as the most   frequently adopted  theories by 

researchers  to explain IT adoption decisions in SMEs (Parker and Castleman 2009; Williams 

et al., 2009). These theories have made vital contributions to information systems research, and 

to a large extent influenced technology adoption studies for decades; however, they are not 

only straightforward but also static (Eze et al., 2018) in nature and unable to handle the constant 

advances in technology and technology adoption (Eze et al., 2014).  

Conventional theories of ICT adoption have regularly overlooked the unpredictable nature of 

ICT adoption, and due to their uncertainty (Venkatesh et al., 2007; Al-Natour and Benbasat, 

2009), there is no practical procedure on how it can be adopted overtime (McAfee, 2006; 

Hirschheim, 2007).Yet these theories regard adoption of technology as easy and 

straightforward and focus on factors shaping its adoption at a single stage (Eze et al., 2014; 

Eze et al., 2018). It is argued that the complexity of new ICT adoption are better explored 

through theories that can explain studies in greater details instead of theories that predict only 

their levels of outcome. Dominant theories used to assess the values of new technology 

adoption are becoming less adaptable (Calderia and Ward, 2001; Ray and Ray, 2006) and if 

continuously applied in studies, will unavoidably hinder the academic debate and limit 

progressive research in this area (Legris et al., 2001). ICT adoption research need to undergo 

a change in order to overcome the deterministic conception held by the inventors of these 

theories. This paper, attempts to develop an integrated framework that may aid progressive 

path for future research in SMEs by revisiting traditional theories of ICT adoption since studies 

in this area are the most matured in information systems research (Venkatesh et al., 2003; 

Brown et al., 2010). The paper is not limited to these theories rather the emphasis here is to re-

examine such theories and some social-technical theories, develop of an integrated framework 

that may proffer a path for future ICT adoption research in SMEs. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Theory of reasoned action (TRA) 

TRA is well-known, considered a dominant human behavioural theory (Venkatesh et al., 

2003), and widely applied to ICT adoption studies. TRA emerged from social psychology due 

to a weak link associated with the measures of attitude as well as performance of volitional 

behaviour (Hale et al., 2003; Venkatesh et al., 2003). One of the theories that is related to TRA  

is the Hierarchy of Effect of High Involvement Behaviour (HEHIB) because  it  deals with  

awareness,  attitude and behaviour  involving an  intentionally designated courses of actions  

(Awa et al., 2010).  
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TRA is of the view that intention controls behaviours while subjective norms and attitude shape 

intentions (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). Attitude could be evaluated   positively or negatively   

with the tendency of an act. On the other hand, subjective norm exemplifies the improvement 

of one ‘social status (Rogers, 1995; Rogers, 1983; Venkatesh and Davis, 2000) and the 

assessment of others about such behaviour(s) (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Pavlou and Fygenson, 

2006). According to Taylor and Todd, (1995) suggests that although TRA has contributed 

extensively in the field of ICT adoption, it has some shortcomings.  

First, TRA largely focuses on the behaviours rather than actions that result from such 

behaviours. The theory is linked to actions that are associated with someone’s volitional control 

(Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). Therefore, behaviours that are examined by issues that are within 

an individual control are neglected. The theory according to Sheppard et al (1988) may be 

difficult to understand when action involves information, resources and skills. This may limit 

the person performing the act regardless of the fact that an individual intention to act is 

comparatively high. For instance, if an individual is resolute in adopting new and emerging 

ICT, it may be that he/she is unable to apply the technology in carrying out his/her duties. 

Therefore, the capability of an individual or firm to attain its purpose is uncertain despite the 

efforts of the individual. 

Second, TRA laments on the activities or factors associate with a lone behaviour (Benbasat and 

Barki, 2007; Sheppard et al., 1988). It neglected an option of selecting between different 

behaviours. Previous studies have revealed that in SME context, immediate and extended 

family members, networks of friends, and outsiders may have a huge influence on the decisions 

of the manager. The theory is deterministic, falls within the decision-making school, and 

actions often selected are rational. TRA may not be suitable to contemporary  ICT adoption 

research  because it  is incapable to divulge how contradictory forces  challenged and are been 

challenged during the process of  technology  adoption  since the behaviours of individuals 

regarding the ICT  can be anticipated ahead of time  if their beliefs, aspirations  and  attitudes  

and values are recognised. 

 

Technological acceptance model (TAM) 

TAM is another conventional theory of ICT adoption established to predict the behaviours of 

ICT adopters (Davis, 1989).TAM has been considered the most powerful and has been 

extensively adopted in examining technology adoption (Venkatesh et al 2003; Schwarz and 

Chin, 2007; Benbasat and Barki, 2007; Silva, 2007). TAM was propounded by Davis, (1989) 

and emerged from TRA. The inventors of the theory used TRA in information systems (IS) 

because it was discovered by (Ajzen and Fishbein, (1980) that TRA fundamentally examine 

any behaviour, as such, it would be used to examine the determinants of computer usage (Silva, 

2007; Davis, 1989). TAM made TRA simpler which triggered a number of researchers to adopt 

it in conducting research in ICT adoption, and this has generated contributions in many contexts 

(Venkatesh et al 2003; Lee, 2003; Benbasat and Barki, 2007).TAM accepts two distinguishing 

constructs- perceived usefulness and perceive ease of use. These constructs assist researchers 
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to discover persons level of IS acceptability (Benbasat and Barki, 2007). Despite TAM 

contributions in existing body of knowledge, the theory has been accused which lead to some 

“dysfunctional outcomes” (Venkatesh et al., 2003; Bagozzi, 2007; Benbasat and Barki, 2007). 

Research studies (Hirschheim, 2007; Silva, 2007) have considered the present condition of 

TAM and highlighted some of its difficulties in future studies. 

According to Benbasat and Barki (2007) TAM has created “illusion of accumulative tradition” 

which implies that so many studies in the field of ICT adoption have strengthened researchers’ 

understanding on what seems to be the major TAM’s relationships. Benbasat and Barki (2007) 

points out that such understanding has not affected broader areas of implementation and 

development of technology. Hence, research supported by TAM were unable to address how 

technology influenced numerous actors during adoption process. This criticism has delayed the 

advancement of the model mainly in areas related to IT design and execution and has been 

unsuccessful in producing suitable  advice for progressive research in this field(Benbasat and 

Barki, 2007). 

Orlikwski and Gash (1994) argue that effective coordination as well as interaction of different 

beliefs and behaviours are needed in the development and execution of any technology, and 

considering technology design and utilisation from an individual has its shortfalls. TRA is 

limited in predicting or explaining just a single behaviours. The TAM progression to date 

focusses on opposing model with “techno-centric prediction” (Venkatesh et al 2007; (Benbasat 

and Barki, 2007). Therefore, research using TAM relied on the technical aspect of IT adoption 

and overlooked the roles played by human actors.  

In addition, TAM is static in nature (Eze et al 2014) and has failed to take into account the 

evolutionary and /or dynamics in technology adoption in SMEs.  “Researchers using TAM 

concentrated on models that are not dynamic and evaluate all model construct simultaneously 

in other words, TAM has failed to examine the dynamic interaction between divergent user 

behaviour that spins between system use” (Benbasat and Barki 2007p. 215).One implication 

of TAM is that it is useful in explaining attitude of the business managers and their decisions 

with regard to technology adoption. However, the model is unable to predict decisions of the 

business frequently (Yu and Tao, 2009). TAM is deterministic as it examines one aspect of the 

interaction (technology) and abandoned the interaction of human actors. Therefore, it is unable 

to appropriately describe how varied actors exercise influence which is essential in explaining 

emerging ICT adoption in SMEs.  

 

Theory of planned behaviour (TPB)     

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) was propounded to predict behaviours as well as intentions 

for volitional as well as actions which can be controlled (Simth and Biddle, 1999). Ajzen (1985) 

however, is of the view that TRA was not suitable where volitional action are incomplete. Thus, 

an addition of the theory was proposed and called TPB. TPB was an extension of TRA with 

perceived behavioural control as an additional variable. TRA and TPB share similar limitation 

except issues connecting to volition since perceived behaviour takes that into consideration 
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(Simth and Biddle, 1999). Perceived behavioural control is associated to perceived ease of 

displaying the behaviour as well as the expected internal and external resource limitations 

(Simth and Biddle, 1999; Ajzen, 1991).  

Both TPB and TAM have similar route. Both theories are robust in nature and are used in 

research on issues relating to ethical decision making and other issues, in the same manner, 

TAM is an important theory for examining behaviours (Venkatesh et al 2007) but they are 

different  when it comes to the types of study and how they are applied in studies. For example, 

TPB is regarded as a general model for human behaviour, and specific for matters connecting 

to information guiding decision making (Venkatesh et al. 2007). It considered both subjective 

norms constructs and perceived behavioural control (as skills, opportunities, and resources for 

operating systems) to study circumstances where persons or group of persons lack a practical 

control over the planned behaviour (Awa et al., 2010). Although, IS research have evaluated 

TPB in the same way TAM has been considered in empirical studies. Ajzen and Fishbein 

(1980) argue that majority of the research that studies variables connecting to attitude are more 

prone to adopting TPB framework. Researchers that have used TPB framework have achieved 

the predictive validity compared to research that replicated studies. Previous studies 

demonstration consistency with the most recent studies in TAM research (Adams et al 1992; 

Mathieson, 1991) involving been meta-analysis (Venkatesh et al., 2007). 

Although TPB has contributed to IT adoption research, Venkatesh et al (2007) contend that 

TPB is at is point of maturity, and studies in these areas is now modifying the major constructs 

and finding substitute constructs to predict behaviour.  Bulk of studies that have used TPB 

neglected the idiosyncratic nature of SMEs and the multifaceted interactions and 

interrelationships associated with small business managers and other actors - partners, 

designers and developers, customers, government agencies in the adoption process. TRA, TPB, 

and TAM assumes that the effect of external actors IT adoption as distinct, instead of 

intertwined (Ukoha et al 2011). Thus, Silver (2007) argues that academics examining SMEs' 

adoption of new ICT should consider theories that will explain phenomena in greater details 

instead of considering deterministic theories like TRA, TAM and TPB. These theories are 

associated with decision-making school. 

 

Innovation diffusion theory (IDT) 

Innovation Diffusion theory provides an unrelated theoretical lens to that of TRA, TAM and 

TPB. The theory examines when and how emerging technologies are accepted and/or rejected 

(Rogers, 1995). With regards to the present evaluation practices, innovation is implemented or 

rejected and choices are made only if the likely adopters are conscious of the technology 

innovation and are willing to access its usefulness. IDT is a decision process that seeks to 

examine the degree associated with the probability rates of adoption which occurs through a 

channel (a process through which meaning is conveyed from one person to another) within a 

certain time with the members of a social world (Rogers, 1983; Rogers, 1995). However, 
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studies (Simmons et al 2008; Attewell, 1992) argue that the process may not apply to 

innovations that are multifaceted but rather, those of high involvement behaviour.  

A number of studies (Chuang et al 2009; Shiau et al 2009; Rogers, 1995; Attewell, 1992) are 

of the opinion that the know-how developed through experimentation and empirical learning 

meaningfully affects the adoption of more multifaceted innovations, as such resource(s) are 

essential for regular ICT acceptance but however, lacks in SMEs. Roger (1995) suggested the 

utilization of opinion leaders as well as change agents.  

Opinion leadership is defined as the degree to which an individual is willing to influence 

potential adopters' attitude in a manner that is appropriate. Opinion leaders are normally 

sustained by both the firm’s technical expertise, accessibility, and the acceptance associated 

with the beliefs and norms of the organisation.  Roger, (1995), argues that if businesses are 

knowledgeable about a change, the opinion leaders tend to innovative in a manner that they 

contribute to such change as such, they become the major source for fresh ideas. While a change 

agent is a professional whose responsibility is to influences client innovation decision in a 

manner that is satisfactory.  

The knowledge barriers of the new customers willing to adopt a new innovation may be shaped 

by the attitudes of the opinion leaders and change agents since their knowledge and experience 

might be used as a source of information to building expertise knowledge and minimise the 

perceived risk associated to potential adopters. However, research (Stratopoulos and Lim 2010) 

demonstrates that organisations are much more knowledgeable and may not essentially depend 

on the knowledge of the specialist since such specialist can influence them negatively. Also, 

small businesses regularly built a set of communication network between families, outside, 

industries and each with its divergent norms, belief and value system may affect adoption. 

According to Stratopoulos and Lim (2010), such experience and knowledge may greatly 

influence the organisation.  

IDT model has been criticised because it made little or no attempt on the multidimensional 

social systems of small businesses despite understanding other information and emerging 

behaviour (Parker and Castleman, 2009). According to Benbasat and Barki (2007) 

understanding complex nature of social systems of SMEs is a requirement for IT adoption and 

assist in the design process.  Innovation diffusion model neglected how diverse actors that 

makes technology adoption happen challenge its adoption and utilisation, rather it adopts 

opinion leaders’ for innovation diffusion (Andrade and Urquhart, 2010b). 

The model also discovered five innovation characteristics-relative advantages, compatibility, 

complexity, trialability and observability. These characteristics further disclosures the 

resemblances of TAM and IDT. These two models are related in one way or the other. For 

example, relative advantage reveals TAM’s perceived usefulness; and complexity relates 

TAM’s perceived ease of use, while some other constructs of Innovation Diffusion model 

moderate the relationships between the two groups of constructs (Ukoha et al 2011). Karahanna 

et al (1999) combined TAM and IDT to research on both pre- and post-adoption belief and 

resolved that real users and possible adopters of ICT deploy so many variables related to 
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attitude. Attitudes that have richer innovative features are connected to possible adopters while 

users attitude, rest on the instrumentality of the confidence of the efficacy of the technology. 

These shows that the constructs related with each of these models are not of equal importance 

in examining ICT adoption. TAM and IDT are associated with the decision-making school and 

they are deterministic in nature and ignored the interaction associated with numerous actors in 

developing and implementing new ICT. These models are variance in nature and unable 

describe the multiplicity of adoption of ICT in small businesses (Lawrence, 2010). 

Resource-based theory (RBT) 

The resource-based theory describes how organisations can adopt ICT to achieve high 

performance coupled with competitive advantage (Calderia and Ward, 2001; Ray et al., 2005; 

Parker and Castleman, 2009). The theory suggests that competitive advantage and high 

performance would be achieved if organisations only acquire both operating competencies such 

as human, organizational, physical, as well as customer-value and products that are difficult to 

imitate. Such assets must be of value, produce returns on investments, and needs a complete 

learning process, corporate strategies and a change on how things are being done in the 

organisation (Ravichandran and Lertwongsatien, 2005; Calderia and Ward, 2001).  

Caldeira and Ward (2001) is of the view that Resource-based theory include prior experience, 

firms culture and capabilities which are vital for the success of the organisation, Parker and 

Casleman (2009) on the other hand, note that organisational resources could be conceptualised 

as own managers and employee characteristics which has been used by a number of SMEs, and 

hence, ICT is regarded as one and ICT adoption happens because firms use resources associated 

with the technology. 

One of the major advantages of the theory is that it reveals both tangible and intangible 

capabilities organisations must acquire to assist in the adoption of ICT infrastructure and 

applications. RBT is developed to help small business managers acquire knowledge pertaining 

to competencies that are most valued and permit firms to appreciate how organisational 

performance can be improved (Calderia and Ward, 2001; Parker and Castleman, 2009). 

However, it has been argued that this postulation may be suitable only in large organisations 

since research that have deployed RBT reveals that dynamic organisations do better when they 

implement technology to assist capabilities and uphold their strategies due to technology 

competencies developed within the organisation (Parker and Castleman, 2009). This places 

small businesses in a much challenging situation because they are much more flexible , have 

restricted resources, family’s influence and limited skills (Duan et al 2002).This situation 

according to  Chapman et al (2000)  discourage SMEs from engaging in  some strategic actions  

essential to exploit resources in order to meet up with recent  capability essential for  adopting 

new technologies. 

In addition, previous ICT adoption research have stressed on how actors whether individual, 

groups, government agencies and other non-profit organisations influence IT adoption (Raza 

and Standing, 2010). By the same token, Garud and Rappa (1994) claim that the 

implementation of technology requires an incessant and joint collaboration between technology 
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and social world. Therefore, the society is an avenue through which emerging ICT are shaped 

and replicated. However, RBT failed to adequately account for the external forces such as 

customers, suppliers as well as non-profit making oriented firms (Parker and Castleman, 2009) 

such as government agencies despite studies have revealed that external forces play essential 

roles in shaping ICT adoption, implementation as well as in-house technology competencies. 

 

Michael Porter’s models 

The numerous successes credited to Porter’ (1980) model is related to the five forces 

framework which include; degree of competition, the threat of entry, the threat of substitutes, 

buyer power, and supplier power on business strategy. Michael Porter suggested three general 

approaches which include low-cost leadership, differentiation, and focus after putting the 

strategy of a firm in the context of economic forces to help companies in influencing the forces 

to achieve competitive advantages (Gandhi et al., 2006). The subject of competitive advantage 

related to Porter’s model is linked to issues of firms and competition (Smith and Rupp, 2002). 

Smith and Rupp, (2002) note that most companies such as the internet ones  and conventional 

companies have engaged in  competition  that are not healthy and  most aspect if the 

competitive  strategies advocated by Porter is violated. They further point out that the way to 

attain competitive advantages does not involve new technique; rather it entails developing an 

already established principles of strategic management (Smith and Rupp, 2002).Therefore 

bridging the gap between ICT strategy and its application is one of the core objectives in   

building the model.  

 Ukoha et al (2011) note that the model considers the innovative nature of ICT adoption and 

seems to be appropriate in technology adoption in SMEs setting. Schubert,( 2007) have used  

porter’s   model in small business  context to investigate   the adoption of Enterprise Resource 

Planning, while a number of other researchers  have applied it in  accessing  how SMEs  use it 

to position their broad strategies to achieve a considerable competitive advantages. The model 

describes the risk-taking attitude of a business person in which a business attempts to attain 

satisfactory strategic positioning.  

One major criticism of Porter's model is that usually appropriate to large organisations since 

their risk-taking activities to economic goals are high. This   hampers SMEs   in gaining the 

vital resources to their advantage since they rely on decisions generated from their families, 

the knowledge acquired by the employees, power as well as trust (Butler et al 2007; Beckinsale 

et al., 2006). Though Porter’s broad strategies looks more robust in developing competitive 

edge, when combined with (RBV), the theory neglected the number of roles played by actors 

in matters relating to IT adoption behaviour by small business managers. Instead, the theory’s 

major emphasis was how businesses can engage with the five forces to attain competitive 

advantage. 
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Technology-organisation-environment framework (TOE) 

The TOE framework was established to examine both the characteristics of technology 

adoption as well as factors shaping technology adoption and its diffusion (Merono-Cerdan, 

2008). The framework embraces a comprehensive set of factors that can assist in explaining 

ICT adoption in organisations. TOE acknowledged three contexts that shapes an organisation’s 

ICT adoption. They are technology, organisation, and environment. Technological context 

defines the ICT within and outside the organisation; organizational context looks at descriptive 

measures such as  firm’s size, its scope, how complex the structure of the management is, 

human resources; while the  environmental context  considers the  influence of  business 

practice, competition, government and trading partners has on the organisation(Tornatzky and 

Fleicher, 1990).On the contrary , Rogers(1983) recognised  leaders’ characteristics, the internal 

and external business characteristics as a group of adoption predictors  (Merono-Cerdan, 2008; 

Zhu et al 2003).  

The leaders’ characteristics is associated with  the leader’s attitude to change; internal features 

of the firm  linked to  organisation design which include  centralisation,  as well as how the  

external organisation features link to the system’s openness and the significance  of the 

technological attributes’ which include the qualities of the novelty. Zhu et al (2003) argued 

that, because the people that make decisions in the organisation are regarded as different 

internal organisation properties, Rogers’s innovation diffusion is related to TOE in terms of 

adoption predictors, internal features, top management features and external features. Both 

Roger’s model and TOE place much emphasis on the features of a technology which appears 

to be related to TAM- perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. The implication of this 

is that the conditions associated with technology adoption are shaped by the arrangement of 

the organisation and thus, influenced by the environment of the organisation. 

One of the limitation of TOE framework is that it appears to be static and straightforward and 

emphasises on barriers and drivers of technology adoption.  TOE is unable to unveil a complex 

nature of ICT adoption activities in organisations as well as its dynamics. TOE framework may 

not be suitable for SMEs because it ignored the complex nature and how flexible small 

businesses are in their day to day activities.  Xu et al (2007), argue that small businesses follow 

a dynamic path because adoption is not one that is straightforward.  According to Rantapuska 

and Ihanaine (2008), a substantial number of models or theories developed in this area were 

not meant for ICT adoption in small business context. Though TOE framework is not the same 

with the previously reviewed models, it is considered as a richer model because it is linked 

with numerous variables. The model is not appropriate for SMEs because of their 

idiosyncrasies. Explanatory theories that help explore in greater detail, the implications of the 

interactions between the social and technical (Dewett and Jones, 2001; Orlikowski and Scott, 

2008) integration  are needed given that what makes information system unique is the social- 

tech integration (Bostrom et al., 2009; Hanseth et al 2004). While this call have  motivated the 

proliferation and application of social-technical theories (Silva, 2007), the  failure on must 

academics in the field of ICT adoption research to observe the limitations of these traditional  

models have contributed in investigating ICT adoption research from either the social 
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determinism or technology determinism. A number of studies have argued the combination of 

structuration theories, Actor-Network Theory (ANT) and its concepts (example, technological 

frame, inclusion and configuration) to complement each other (Allan, 2004; Hanseth et al, 

2004; Lee et al, 1997).  

 

Structuration theory (ST)    

The structuration theory (Giddens, 1979) has been applied in many studies with important 

emphasis on the social development related to adoption, use and implementation of IT and vital 

role of the social arrangements. Structuration theories are of the view that structures are only 

embodied in the mind of human beings or their activities (Bostrom et al., 2009). The theory 

was established to examine the interaction that exist between the actions of people and social 

arrangement, which has its basis  on the intangible ideas  that have no  material foundation 

(Monteiro and Handset, 1996). Structuration theories characterise a condition that leads to the 

stability or transformation in structure. The transformation in structure is seen as the bases for 

recreation of social arrangements. Structuration theory emphases on human being legislating 

structures in a bid to know what they are and as well as using them (Giddens, 1979; Bostrom 

et al., 2009). Monteiro and Handseth  (1996) argue that core  component related to structuration 

theories is lined to a  way  human activities and the structure are examined  and these levels 

are connected  via  duality of structure and modality (Giddens, 1979). Duality of structure is 

highlighted because structures hinder activities, while human activities are seen as a recognised 

structure. The interaction between the two are achieved via modalities (Monteiro and Handset, 

1996). Modalities are linked to interpretive schemes, facility norm and they are   associated to 

both structures and action and have common relations (Monteiro and Handset, 1996).  

Studies have recognised the important contributions of Structuration theories, however, using 

them to examine and understand social-technical entities suffers limitations (Bostrom et al., 

2009). Monteiro and Handseth, (1996) argues that these theories were criticised because they   

were built to examine social systems with a society while the importance of technology as part 

of the system were neglected. The main emphasis of the theory was majorly on the social 

structures or how technology can be constructed socially and studied as a social structure 

enabling or hindering some human actions (Monteiro and Handset, 1996). Structuration 

theories   neglected the roles played by technologies as well as their features in social context. 

Orlikowski (1992) have sought to further extend the theory and examine the interaction 

between technology and the social world stressing the importance of duality: that is, 

“technology is built by people undertaken a given task in a given social context and technology 

is informally built through the connotation people attach to it as well as the characterises they 

stressed and use” Orlikowski 1992). Regrettably, how technology influences and are being 

influenced in the social context are to a large extent ignored because vest number of 

contributions are linked on “user-centric positions” where the role technology plays is not 

sufficiently studied if not totally overlooked (Kallinikos, 2004).  
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Actor-Network Theory (ANT)  

Actor-Network Theory (ANT) and its applicability (Callon, 1986; Bijker et al, 1989) within IS 

field   looks at the role technology play in the society as well as the process technology shapes 

and is shaped by the elements in the society continuously (Mahring, 2004). A number of 

researchers (see  Bagozzi, 2007; Venkatesh et al., 2007; Orlikowski and Lacono, 2001) have 

often deliberated and call for a new   theory  that will improvement  the understanding  of the 

technology (Lee and Oh, 2006), and its implementation  in a more robust  context (Silva, 2007; 

Schwarz and Chin, 2007). ANT) was considered as one of the theories. ANT is considered as 

powerful and can help scholars researchers overcome the poor understanding and 

implementation of technology (lee and Oh 2006; Lee et al, 1997: Tatnall and Jerzy 2003). 

Hanseth, et al (2004) have argued that used if researchers are interested in unravelling the 

emergence, dynamics and use of technology: “commercially driven innovation networks”. This 

theory has been used to understand the dynamic interaction of people and the technology during 

its design; development and adoption (see Tatnall and Jerzy 2003).  

Scholars that propounded and applied ANT initially focused on   the sociology of science 

(Callon, 1986; Latour, 1987; Lee et al 1997). The theory was developed because the early 

propounded believes technology can be extended to “sociological tool” for analysis (Lee and 

Oh 2006).For example, the actors associated with the development of the technology are part 

of the technology development process, and the manner in which the technology is used, their 

interests, motives, makes it difficult to distinguish the technical from the social. This invariably 

makes technical characteristics of the producers of the technology social. ANT discards 

together, the thinking of technology and social determinism (Latour, 1987; Faraj et al 2004; 

Hanseth et al 2004) for abandoning the ongoing interaction between the society and technology 

(Hanseth et al., 2004). 

According to Lee and Oh (2006) when actors study human as technical, technology is seen as 

a system in which the inventors inscribe meaning into it. ANT is regarded as an arrangement 

where the technical and the social world are   fused into network. This process is normally 

through negotiations involving definition of terms, where the key actor tries to enforce roles 

and descriptions to the other actors (Tatnall and Jerzy, 2003).The theory is concerned with the 

“creation and maintenance of human and nonhuman element, process of translation and 

inscription, the creation of black boxes or immutable mobiles and the degree of stability and 

irreversibility of networks and their elements” (Lee et al 1997:470). Gao, (2005) note that much 

attention has been gained from the applicability of ANT in numerous studies in ICT adoption 

and design to extended areas such as “IT development, computer-mediated communication, 

IT-enabled organisation change infrastructure standards (Allan 2004; Lee and Oh 2006).  

Hence, ANT offers new ideas that can assist in studying the social and technical aspect of 

technology as an entity (Lee et al 1997).However, ANT is not without its limitations. And 

scholars that tend to use this theory must understand its limitations (Lee, et al 1997).  

One of the major criticisms of ANT in IT research is treating both human and non-human 

(technology) as members of the network. However, some of the recent studies using  ANT have  

argued that such criticism is  baseless or “unfounded”(see Hanseth, Aanestad, and Berg 
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2004).Although  these  authors recognised that ANT assumes entirety as an actor-network, 

however, they  argue that this can be  same in both human and non-human , and because all  

networks vary, so do technology and humans also vary with respect  to the roles they play  in 

establishments and society  as such these differences embrace different actor networks.    

 In addition, ANT was criticised because it paid little attention to issues of  social structures; 

that is  how organisational  forces influence  the development of social relations and looked at 

more on how things are being done (Lee et al 2007; Allen 2004). Researchers  that are  involved 

in  social-technical change are of the same opinion with other social-technical researchers on 

the belief  that although  most actors are of the view  that interests  can be changed ; they are 

of the opinion  that actors  have some  stable structure that are in line with  their present 

practices. Though actors’ major objective is to comprehend   the changes in the society and 

technology, it has been argued that such cannot be completely be looked at that way. Allen 

(2004) argues that structures and organisations can be developed and procedure will stabilise 

if issues of entrustment and monitoring plans are engaged successfully. Hence organisations 

are part and are difficult to be disconnected from the plans of the actors (Allen 2004).  

Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST)  

AST looks at the relationship between technology, human interactions and the social structures 

in the organisation. AST sees both the social structures, assets and the processes associated 

with the technology as well as the organization as the basis for human activities. Social 

structures triggers social action and it is the social action that produces the structures (Poole 

and Desancitics 2004).Therefore, structures are seen as rules, resources, and competencies (e.g 

humans) prearranged in a significant manner as fragments of the organisation. Rules are 

arrangement people adhere to for example when developing or implementing a technology 

while resources represent what is been designed and developed by human activities such as 

technology (Desanctis and Poole, 1994).  

  

Poole and Desancitics (2004) acknowledged seven requirements for active application of AST: 

identification of structures, description of structures, relationships among structures, 

appropriation of structures move, contextual impact or influence of structures, Influence of 

actors and Power dynamics. Here, ANT and ST adopts related position. For instance translation 

in ANT is realized by displacements that need the implementation of power that may not reach 

the anticipated outcome. ANT also tries to recognise all the entities associated with the network 

and how they are related. Arguably structures that are linked to AST may be considered as an 

essential part of the entity called actor-network and can also represent as actant in ANT 

(Bostrom et al, 2009). Therefore, the word actors referred as actent in ANT or structures in 

AST can be regarded as a matter of nomenclature- an act of giving names or matter of 

classifications (Poole and Desancitics 2004). In line with this Bostrom et al, (2009), note that 

AST makes structures and human actors as an essential part of an actor-network and accounts 

for the interaction   between technology| (non-human actors) and people (human actors). Hence 

AST and ANT stressed on the social structures but each at different levels, though, this study 
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is of the view that ANT may be bigger compared to structuration approaches as it considered 

any human and non-human as actors  

The difference between AST and ANT is that ANT does not make any prior distinctions of the 

social world and the technology, on like the AST that considers social structures in a more 

comprehensive way. For example, when ANT is used in the adoption and use of technology, 

all the factors inducing adoption weather human and non-human are considered as actors in a 

network (Tatnall and Jerzy, 2003)   

 Bostrom et al (2009:24) notes:   

“AST allows structures to be separate from the actions or mind of the actors making structures 

and thus, making structures an objective part of the actors’ context allowing them to play an 

active role in the process along with the actors…as well as the full predictability of IS use in 

individual, group and organisation. This allows AST to preserve the predictive potential of a 

deterministic perspective while accounting for interpretative flexibility of the process 

perspectives”.   

AST is adopted as a complimentary theory to ANT and ST and may help bridge conceptually, 

the gap in ANT and ST that by-passes the distinctions between micro and macro level and 

focused more on micro (individual) level analysis. Studies have suggested the combination of 

ANT and Structuration theories (see Allan, 2004, Hanseth, Aanestad, and Berg, 2004; Lee et 

al, 1997). Drawing from these three theories may enable one to adapt both interpretative and 

predictive approach by adopting mix method approach and triangulating the findings. 

However, the paper draws on ANT to describe the evolutionary process of technology 

adoption, actors (including structures) who may be involved in the process of ICT adoption, 

while AST bridges the gap between the micro and macro level analysis and as a complementary 

approach to ANT, while ST emphasises more on the social relationships among the human 

actors at the stages. These approaches allows researchers to look at phenomena in more detailed 

ways as indicated in the framework. 

Drawing on Bijker (1992), ANT, structuration theories, and the key concepts of ANT -

inscription, framing and stabilisation were deployed as suggested by previous researchers (e.g 

Bijker, 1992; Hanseth, et al 2004; Lee at al., 1997) in an attempt to develop a framework that 

may aid a new path for future research in SMEs. Inscription are the features of the technology 

anticipated which actor tries to initiate as technology (Faraj et al, 2004). This depends on the 

belief systems of the organisation, previous pattern of use and perception of the role the 

technology can play (Akrich, 1992; Faraj et al, 2004). Translation  looks at how  key actors 

seek the interest of other humanitarian actors to back their ideas of what the technology should 

represent and have such interest represented at the  inscription stage (Tatnall and Jerzy 2003; 

Gao, 2005; Faraj et al 2004). Translation is regarded as a way innovation is translated, accepted 

and implemented in an organisation. For this process to be effective there must be an interaction 

between diverse set of human actors. Framing constitute emerging outcomes as a result of 

inscribe features and functionalities of the technology (Faraj et al 2004). Stabilisation of 

technology is a process where the problem associated with the technology has been agreed to 
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have been solved by the relevant actors (Bijker et al, 1989). However, it is important to note 

that businesses process or innovation may evolve thereby causing modification of the 

technology to suit the current business processes (Bijker et al, 1989). 

 

Identifying entities and developing an integrated framework    

The entities involved in the negotiation process of ICT adoption should not be taken for granted 

if a new path for future ICT adoption is to be encouraged. The new path involves looking at 

adoption of ICT from an emerging perspective. In doing so, researchers must consider who 

should be involved; human, non-human actors as well as social structure or relations 

influencing the network. Dynamic process perspective can be viewed as a strategy involving a 

system of relations (Ng-Kruelle et al 2005) among the actors in a network that shape and are 

being shaped by the technology leading to definition and redefinition of the technology.  

Drawing extensively on Eze et al 2014 and  Eze and Chinedu-Eze (2018) research finding, a 

number of human and non- human actors have been identified which may be studied partly or 

in whole when  investigating ICT adoption from emergent  perspective. When studying ICT 

adoption in SMEs, recognising the key actor as the SME managers is vital and most often 

because of the characteristics of SMEs, as well as their social formation and decision to adopt, 

are mostly rest on the managers, especially those that started with a single business idea. An 

external force like customers pay vital role in generating ideas and facilitates the adoption of 

new applications because they are the major reasons SMEs are in business. Developers, vendor, 

IT staff are crucial with  regards to making  decisions on  how  new technology are  designed  

and developed  especially if SMEs cannot afford  to design and  develop the  technology in-

house. The general public such as government and its agencies, the social structures as well as 

the society that are not part of the developers or consumers but can influence the entire process 

in terms of maintaining development standards. ICT represents all applications such as 

computers, mobile applications, software, and other communication infrastructures.   
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Figure 1:  ICT adoption Framework   is about here  

  

ANALYSIS  

Evidence from the literature review suggests that huge number of models/theories have been   

developed from linear models to conventional adoption theories of ICT adoption. Arguably 

these theories have provided a great deal of insights on adoption studies however, one major 

challenges confronting these theories are unable reveal the complexities involved in new 

technology adoption as well as in SMEs. Both the conventional and social-tech theories if 

deployed alone are unable to explore the multiple actors, with each, having its opposing norms, 
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interests, and value systems (Parker and Castleman, 2009). While linear models and the 

adoption ladder have been criticised for over-simplifying on complex matters related with 

SMEs, conventional theories are associated with decision-making school as they share similar 

features because of the   determinist conception entrenched in the applications (Barrett et al., 

2006).These theories are of the view that factors external to an individual deeply influence the 

firms outcome while actors’ decisions are regarded irrelevant (Bostrom et al., 2009). These 

theories are problematic because they have constantly neglected the roles played by human 

agency despite research have been conducted within the social context where actors control 

agency during the process of change. (Bostrom et al 2009). 

Evidence from the Literature review also suggested that the emergent perspective (that is where 

human and the technology emerge from unpredictable and complex social interaction) is 

capable to reveal the issues (Markus and Robey, 1998). This position offers a new prospects 

for academics and scholars to challenge the fundamental philosophies and norms which most 

conventional theories of ICT adoption were developed, however, this area is still silent in 

literature (Markus and Robey, 1998). In an attempt to recognize the actors involved in ICT 

adoption which studies have started seeing as the contemporary organisations norms 

(Orlikowski and Scott, 2008) remains essential for progressive research in this field.  According 

to  Markus and Robey, (1998) this perspective sees technology as an essential  part of  the 

complex process through which firms  accomplish tasks, and emphases on the dynamic 

relations between people, structures , and technology overtime(Orlikowski and Scott, 2008). 

Therefore, studies should not limit their research to either the technical or the social rather, it 

is valuable to study their dynamic interactions.   

In support of the above, the framework demonstrates that social-technical phenomena 

considers the mutual understanding of various actors that engage in the negotiation process and 

influence the development of new technology. The paper reveals that technology and the social 

development of the technology and its adoption must be studied in a bid to achieve both the 

economic, social and the technology impact. Focusing on the analysis of the social-technical 

aspect of technology adoption, a number of questions emerged in relation to the holistic 

development of technology and its adoption which studies must address using this framework:  

This included; how do new technology originate in small businesses? Who are the various 

actors that are involved in the initiation, interpretation and development of the technology? 

How new technologies are   institutionalised and what are the unexpected change that leads to 

redefinition of interest. The integrated framework demonstrates ever continuing struggles for 

the creation, adoption and adaptation of technology and identifies possible factors that might 

affect the process since the way actors interpret their interests entrenched in the technology is 

flexible in the same manner human actors’ interests are flexible. Therefore, to capture the 

flexibility, adaptableness and predictive nature, entail numerous representation including both 

the social and technical aspect of both human and non-human (Gao, 2005) must be studied 

along the adoption process to be able to determine at what stage(s) these factors influence the 

process. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS  

The development and adoption of ICTs have been studied in different perspectives and differs 

according to the context. Studies in this area have been consistently refined because 

technologies are unstable and often experience changes such as in the case of internet 

applications (Orlikowski, 2002). This implies that the evolution of technology, its development 

and adoption process is not a “one-time decision but a continuous process of living with the 

evolving innovation” Ng-Kruelle et al (2005) and involves a continuous deliberation of actors 

at every stage. The conventional theories of ICT adoption centres on a limited number of social-

technical perspectives which either address the technical aspect with the social aspect in 

isolation or predict empirical findings in a very narrow way. The paper demonstrates that 

improvement in productivity and easier work translation are gained when social-technical 

theories (ST ANT and AST) are integrated and use in ICT adoption research. While this paper 

recognizes the challenges of integrating the findings into a large integrated theory that 

addresses the dynamics of social –tech approach, the integrated framework gives a better 

understanding of both elements of social and the technical which may be involved in successful 

ICT adoption in SMEs, bridges the gap of micro-level analysis at but individual and 

organisational level and offers opportunity to use more exploratory approach.  

Although SMEs are willing to participate in developing and adopting new solutions to 

streamline their processes, they still function in a dynamic, volatile and complex business 

environment and much of the studies conducted in this area have focused on large organisations 

while accounting only 8.6% in SMEs (Williams et al 2009). Arguably, this might be due to the 

inappropriate theories that may have been applied in SMEs in the past. Therefore, this paper 

challenges current ICT adoption researcher to be much more proactive by adopting an 

integrated and dynamic framework that will unravel continuous challenging facing small 

businesses in adopting and implementing new technologies.  

In applying the framework researcher much bear in mind that effective flow of information is 

essential among the actors to ensure that interest and views in the network are adequately 

understood.  If   accurate and adequate information are conveyed among actors in the network, 

during the negotiation process, misalignment of interest and time will be reduced compared to 

when inadequate information are disseminated. The implications are that SMEs will be willing 

to challenge and in a long run be convinced, committed and willing to seeing that new ICTs 

are implemented with less resistance. Also, the business processes and operations of the 

business will be much better and streamlined quickly. 

Finally, a number of studies (; Galliers and Land, 1987; Williams et al., 2009; Orlikowski and 

Baroudi, 1991; Choudrie and Dwivedi, 2005) have investigated approaches use in ICT adoption 

research. The findings reveals that majority used quantitative method (Williams et al., 2009). 

Survey method is still the most dominant approach while  other methods such as longitudinal, 

grounded theory approach, interviews, mixed methods , mathematical model, secondary data 

analysis, action research are hardly used(Williams et al., 2009). Although quantitative 

approaches  has contributed to adoption research , however, these approach consider ICT 

adoption research as predictable and straightforward and emphasises on the factors affecting 
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adoption at one decision point. This method if constantly use will unavoidably obstruct the 

academic debate and limit the progressive path for future research in this field. The framework 

demonstrate that ICT adoption research could be studied from an alternative and more 

explanatory and integrated framework  that provide a  m more insights  as to how research in 

SMEs can be continually studied.  

Also why the paper emphasised on SMEs,  extent studies should not limit their research using 

this framework for just  SMEs instead, further research may be need to use the framework in 

large organisation by using all the entities in the framework to unravel such questions as  how 

do new technology originate in small businesses? Who are the various actors that are involved 

in the initiation, interpretation and development of the technology? Explore how new 

technologies are institutionalised and what are the unexpected change that leads to redefinition 

of interest. In addition, the potential factors have been grouped under the following headings-

human and non-human factors. Human factors are linked to human actors, while non-human 

are associated to non-human actors. Though this factors are not exclusive empirical work using 

a longitudinal  approach will be necessary to examine the factors, actors as well as their roles 

in every stage of the adoption process in order to  understand how they shape the process and  

whether such roles, factors (human and non-human) vary at each stage.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The way ICT is adopted in organisations today is changing. This calls for a new theoretical 

dimension that will help advance research in this area. With the fast advancements in 

technology, conventional theories such as Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and its 

extended models, Rogers Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) theory  and other prominent theories 

of adoption have dominated the ICTs adoption studies in the past  however, they are mainly 

deterministic, static and do not reflect the dynamics and the level of complexities involved in 

ICT adoption. They totally ignored the notion that technology adoption is an evolving, 

continuing and iterative process. As such a framework was developed on the belief that if 

researcher continue to apply these theories, it may be difficult to unravel some of the present 

and future issues facing SMEs in adopting and implementing new technologies.  

ST, ANT and AST were integrated on the account that none of these theories if used may fully 

demonstrate the dynamic and volatile nature of ICT adoption. Although, ST is dynamic in 

nature and appropriate in explaining technology adaptation that is aimed at introducing new 

ICT (Faraj et al 2004), the theory leads to poor conceptualization of technology (Hanseth et al 

2004) because it looks at ICT adoption in a narrow manner and disregards the fact that   

structures are entrenched by developers during technology development (Bostrom et al 2009). 

in addition, ANT was critiqued because  the theory looked at  how institutional actors 

influences  the social interaction process in a limited way  and  highlights more on how things 

are being done (Lee et al 2007; Allen 2004). The AST was adopted as a complementary theory 

to conceptually bridge the gap in ANT and ST that by-passes the distinctions between micro 
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and macro level and focused more on micro (individual) level analysis. This lead to the 

development of an integrated framework that may explain phenomenon in greater details.   
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